Indoor banners
Attractive with light movement

Banners create atmosphere in a decorative and stylish way, and you can use them anywhere. They are a versatile
and ﬂexible means of communication; simply change them to introduce a theme or a different message.

Features
• Sharp printing — right down to the smallest detail
• All photo images are displayed to great effect
• Flame resistance in line with the most stringent EU standards
• Various finishing options
• Fabric can be 100% recycled for re-use.

What are the key properties for banners?
Printing result

Environmentally friendly

Sharp and detailed prints are a must for effective banners, with

Our 100% polyester fabrics can be recycled for re-use in recycled

full-colour photo images and rasters too. Using our experience and

polyester form. The dyes we use are water-based dyes,

state-of-the-art printing technology, we guarantee a taut and

not solvent based (no VOC’s) and do not contain any heavy metals

powerful appearance

or SVHC substances according to REACH regularitions.

right down to the finest rasters.

Colours

Fire resistance

Colours must be colourfast; after all, your appeal has its own special

These days standards are high. We can treat your banners with a

character. Using our colour management system, we can produce the

flame-retardant treatment in line with official and international EU fire

colours you want.

safty standards. An official certificate can be supplied as proof that
the banners have been treated.

Finishes
Finish is very important, which is why we offer dozens of sewing

Cost

option with various types of hanging fitting. A seperate leaflet details

Faber takes all the above into consideration to achieve the right

the most popular versions and sizes. Alternatively, you can consult

balance between price and quality. And that applies to delivery times

our sales department for advice — they will be happy to help.

too. Ask us for a no-obligation quote and we’ll prove it to you. Just
make the comparison.

Fabric types
Every type of appeal needs its own fabric grade. Functional, soft,
glossy, matt — we have twelve fabric types on offer.
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